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ABSTRACT

There are several lessons that VLSI designers can learn from the recent history of software engineering. They include 1) the need for the widespread dissemination of existing tools and techniques in addition to the development of new ones, 2) the need for standardization efforts in software and database formats, and 3) the difference between the interests of the manufacturers and the users. This paper presents examples to illustrate these points.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we will see several areas where design methodologies from software engineering and computer graphics can teach us lessons for VLSI. In fact, the term "Software Engineering" was coined to express the need for some logical engineering methodology in software development. That field has been very slow to learn, billions of dollars have been wasted, and as Booch shows, rules formulated over 20 years ago, such as testable requirements, and defensive programming, are still often ignored. We have the opportunity to avoid much of this wasted effort in VLSI design. Some of the areas where design methodology transfer can occur SWE and VLSI that are considered here include:

i) the need for dissemination of existing tools,
ii) the need for standardization, and
iii) the difference between the interests of users and the interests of the manufacturers.

We will now consider them individually.

KNOWLEDGE DISSEMINATION

In this section, we will argue that there is a need for a organization whose job is to take research quality software used in VLSI research and development which has demonstrated a general usefulness, prepare it for public distribution, and support it. There must be a mechanism to disseminate software tools once they have been shown to work at one research location.

This has not happened in software engineering, where there is an enormous difference between the current state of the art and what the average programmer is forced to use. Some of the techniques in software engineering that are slow to propagate are:

i) very high level languages such as Lisp and Smalltalk,
ii) interactive debuggers, and
iii) abstract databases.

In the real world, by comparison, IBM Assembly Language is one of the most widely used languages in the USA, and many people still debug programs in batch mode with hexadecimal core dumps.

Software development is becoming a capital intensive industry in the sense that a large investment in tools is necessary to achieve high programmer productivity. However, organizations that will buy a $250,000 mini-computer system without quibbling refuse to buy a powerful screen-oriented programmable text editor for $5,000, or a good document formatter for $10,000. They see software as an insubstantial item that cannot be compared to hard money.

This preparation of tools for public use will not happen unless someone is paid to do this. According to Brooks', there is a three to one ratio in cost between a program, suitable for its author to use, and a programming product, suitable for public use. The programming product has not only a working program, but also

1) extensive error checking for invalid input,
2) help files,
3) user documentation,
4) a humane user interface,
5) an internal logic and maintenance manual to help the user customize it, and
6) a set of test cases that so that the user can do regression testing after a change.

One attempt to create a public set of useful software was the software tools project. This was a project to increase Fortran programming productivity by writing a front end preprocessor adding block structure and macros called Ratfor.
and then a set of programs ranging up from character manipulation and I/O to an editor and document formatter. With these, a user can move from any computer (that has Fortran) to another while working in the same environment. What makes this project unique is that all the source code is freely available so that users are encouraged to modify it. Modifications that appeared to be generally useful might be distributed to everyone later. Scherzer at Lawrence Berkeley Labs made a valiant effort to use DOE seed money to start a volunteer group to manage this process, i.e. answer user queries, accept mods, test them, combine them with other mods of the same program, and then distribute them. Although everyone involved with the process agreed that the result was useful, no organization wanted to allow its people to volunteer sufficient labor for a long enough period to ensure continuity.

The lesson for VLSI is that there will need to be a funded clearinghouse to handle generally useful software. On a simple level, is it more useful for each institution that receives a large program from another to spend several man-months (or at least) bringing it up, or is it more cost effective to have one organization whose job is to bring that software up to public distribution standards?

In another example, Bernard$^{2}$ has studied cooperative computing arrangements that span several independent organizations. (His lessons would also apply to cooperative arrangements involving VLSI research.) These arrangements involved either:

i) a shared application, such as an airline reservation system,
ii) shared processing, such as several institutions buying a supercomputer among them,
iii) shared data, such as the National Crime Information Center,
iv) shared software, such as the Health Education Network, or
v) a general purpose combination of the above, such as the Arpanet.

He identified five common problems:

i) the need for a central authority,
ii) conflicts of interest among participants,
iii) loss of local autonomy,
iv) separate perception of costs and benefits, and
v) coordination and user support.

His lesson was that a network organization, separately funded and separate from any of the nodes of the network, is necessary.

Finally, although it is necessary to have generally useful software distributed, it would be better to have it done by a separate funded organization than as a commercial enterprise, because preparation of software for public use is different from commercialization for sale in several ways. In a commercial system:

i) the source code is often not released,
ii) modifications and extensions by the user are not encouraged, and
iii) the software is not designed to interface with other packages that would be considered as competitors, even though this would benefit the user.

Thus in summary, unless an organization is established to take the best research ideas in VLSI software and prepare it for unrestricted public use, progress in the field will suffer.

**STANDARDIZATION**

In VLSI design, as ever larger databases of circuits are created and modified, and as more complex design programs are created that must interface with each other, there arises a need for standardization in data structures and program interfaces. We already see CIF with assorted dialects, and other languages. This parallels some of the problems that have occurred in computer graphics concerning standardization and compatibility between different graphic devices. Some of the standardization that resulted includes:

i) the SIGGRAPH Core standard$^{2}$ and GKS, the Graphics Kernel System$^{3}$, in graphics, and
ii) IGES in CAD$^{4,5,6}$.

That different E-bom systems take input in different formats, such as raster scan, random vector, and rectangle, is similar to the problem of different graphics output devices. Where it has been found possible to have common display files in spite of the apparent incompatibilities. It is worthwhile to consider the SIGGRAPH Core effort since it involved a large, fast growing discipline of both academic and industrial importance. (GKS is a European graphics standard similar to the SIGGRAPH core. It has been adopted by the ISO and may be adopted by ANSI as the US standard.)

The Core report states that "a successful design activity requires essential ingredients": a body of knowledge and a design methodology or set of strategies and codes of practice for the designer to follow. Thus, before the committee could present a standard graphics package, they had to formulate a graphics standards design methodology.

The purpose of the standardization effort was not only program portability, but also programmer portability, i.e. the ability of people to move from one installation to another with minimal retraining. There are three levels of program portability:

i) No changes required,
ii) Only editorial changes required, such as changing routine names, and
iii) Structural changes required such as when the program assumes multiple segments or subpictures but the new installation does
not allow them.

The first is ideal for porting programs, while if the program adheres to the second level, porting is still reasonably easy to achieve. However, if the program is at the third level, then porting is difficult and error-prone. It is also possible to define a subset of the standard such that programs that adhere to it are easier to port.

All of these general rules concerning graphics program portability also apply to VLSI database portability, and to VLSI program portability when the programs must interface to common data. These are some of the problems that are being addressed by the IGES (Initial Graphics Exchange Specification) effort. It is designed to exchange CAD/CAM geometrical model data between dissimilar systems using commercially standard pre- and post-processors. It is now an ANSI standard, and has been demonstrated to work in practice. It preserves a manufacturer's proprietary internal database by allowing him to write processors to read or write the data onto a tape in the public IGES format. Some variant of this standard might be useful for graphic VLSI databases.

DIFFERING INTERESTS OF MANUFACTURERS AND USERS

In the dynamic field of VLSI development, the various contending parties of the manufacturers and the users have different interests, sometimes possibly to the extent of hindering the development of the field as a whole. This has also happened in several forms in software engineering and graphics:

a) Non-standard extensions to standard languages: Almost every Fortran-66 compiler has extra features added, such as 

b) Proprietary databases to lock in users: Every CAD/CAM workstation manufacturer has his internal data structure format for the customers' data, and the customers are required to keep that format secret. These formats do not generally advance the state of the art in database design. However, they do

i) prevent add-on packages written by others, and

ii) prevent the user from changing to other equipment.

A user reaction to this has been the IGES effort mentioned above. This effort has been hindered by the need to avoid compromising the security of proprietary data formats. The lesson for VLSI development is to avoid a similar entanglement.

c) Software independent of hardware: In spite of efforts to lock users in, it is possible to build portable interfaces on top of non-portable features such as operating systems. This was the point of the software tools project. Another example is the UNIX (R) operating system, originally written for internal use that grew essentially on its merits without any user support and against competing operating systems designed by the manufacturer of the hardware that it is most commonly used on.

As a mark of success, in the last few years many other versions have sprung up that call themselves "extensions" or "UNIX-like". Of course most of them are incompatible, so we have another standardization effort ahead.

Pascal is another example of a software product that grew without any initial hardware manufacturer support because it was well designed, implemented and documented.

Thus VLSI researchers and designers must realize that although marketing the products is necessary for the field to survive, their interests do not always match. Thus the VLSI consumers and designers must make an attempt to keep formats portable and standard independent of the hardware.
SUMMARY

We have seen several areas in which design methodology in VLSI can learn from the history of software engineering.
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